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Executive Summary 

This document describes the development and the integral parts of the BIGG harmonization layer. 
The harmonization layer is a core component in the BIGG Reference Architecture Framework that 
ensures the interoperability with external data sources, defines the data structure of the internal 
databases, enables the integration between the different components, and provides a harmonised 
data input to the BIGG AI Toolbox. 

The final harmonization layer consists of the BIGG ontology serving as a common reference, a 
Harmonizer tool enabling automated data harmonization of heterogeneous data sources over the 
BIGG ontology, and includes mapping and transformations for the different data sources used in the 
project. 

The process of development of the harmonization layer consisted of several steps. The first step 
was the development of the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 Buildings based on detailed analysis of 
requirements of the BIGG use cases, and of the available datasets from the pilots necessary for the 
execution. The data model set the semantic base and structure of data in BIGG and served as a 
common reference for the parallel work in the work packages of the project dealing with 
communication, data analytics, and integration of components in the reference architecture.  

In a next step, the Standard Data Model 4 Buildings step was transformed into a W3C standards 
compliant BIGG Ontology based on the RDF specifications, thus enabling the use of semantic 
technologies and machine understanding of data.  

The adoption of the RDF as internal format for representing data in BIGG enabled the development 
of the Harmonizer component, a generic tool for converting both static and dynamic building-related  
data into BIGG-compliant data in RDF. The Harmonizer allows to use RML mapping rules to align 
the input data to the BIGG ontology and also implements SPARQL queries to specify 
correspondence between standard ontologies (e.g., ifcOWL) and the BIGG ontology.  

Finally, aiming to contribute to standardisation, the BIGG Ontology was substantially analysed and 

compared to existing standards. This led to the development of BIGGstd, a standards-based 

transformation of the BIGG Ontology obtained by reusing existing standards. The transformation 

process served to evidence gaps in existing ontologies and to pinpoint potential contributions to 

them. A set of specific terms defined by BIGG for which no equivalent terms in existing standards 

were found was identified and presented in Annex 1. The potential use of these terms for future 

extensions of existing data standards will be considered by the BIGG representatives in EU 

standardization committees.  

In addition to the overview of the harmonization layer components above, the document provides 
links to their full documentation uploaded in the public GitHub repository of the project. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this report is to present the final harmonization layer development and results.  

The harmonization layer in BIGG is essential part of the BIGG reference architecture that enables 
semantic exchange of data with external data hubs, defines a common data model for internal 
harmonized data storage within the BIGG applications, and ensures unified data input to the AI 
toolbox.  

The BIGG harmonization layer was developed in two stages. The first stage took place during the 
first year of the project and produced as a result the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 Buildings. The 
initial development was based over detailed analysis of the requirements of the BIGG use cases and 
conceptualization and the model description was formalized through UML diagrams and a detailed 
description of classes, attributes, and relationships. The methodological approach for development 
and the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 Buildings itself are reported in deliverable D4.1. This work was 
key for ensuring the alignment between the analytics, storage, and communication components of 
the BIGG architecture and for the implementation of the first version of demonstrators. At this stage, 
the harmonization of data from external sources involved manual mapping to the BIGG Standard 
Data Model 4 Buildings and customized transformations. 

The second stage of the harmonization layer development covered by this document aims to 
automate the data harmonization process and to advance into the alignment with standards. At this 
stage the Standard Data Model 4 Buildings was transformed into BIGG ontology following the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards of the Semantic Web based on the Resource Description 
Framework (RDF) specifications. An overview of the BIGG ontology is presented in Section III. 

The adoption of sematic technologies and RDF as the internal data format for the BIGG architecture 
enabled the development of the BIGG Harmonizer. This component automates the conversion of 
external data formats into the harmonized RDF format following the BIGG ontology. The BIGG 
Harmonizer is presented in Section IV. 

During this stage, considerable effort was put into reusing existing standards in the BIGG ontology, 
which led to the development of the BIGG standards-based ontology (BIGGstd). This work permitted 
the identification of gaps in current standards and highlighted potential extensions for them. An 
overview of the BIGGstd ontology is presented in section V.  

The full definitions of the BIGG ontology, the Harmonizer, and the BIGGstd ontology are published 
in the public GitHub repository of the project: https://github.com/biggproject. 

The specific concepts (classes, data properties, and object properties) in the BIGGstd ontology for 
which no equivalent terms were identified in existing ontologies are presented in Annex I. These 
particular concepts represent the potential contribution of BIGG to the future extension of existing 
standards that will enable them to support the BIGG use cases and tools. 

I.1.  Organization of the document 

This report is organized as follows: 

- Section II describes the approach for data harmonization in BIGG and the steps of its 
implementation. 

- Section III presents the BIGG Ontology supporting the data harmonization and 
interoperability between the components of the BIGG reference architecture.  

- Section IV presents the BIGG Harmonizer and its functionalities. 

- Section V presents the work on transforming the BIGG Ontology into standards-based 
ontology BIGGstd and the contribution to existing standards. 

- Section VI provides conclusions and outlines future activities.  

- Annex I provides the description of the new concepts introduced by BIGG that could be 
considered for extending the existing standards. 

https://github.com/biggproject
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I.2.  Scope and audience 

This document is important for all project participants and users of the BIGG tools. It provides an 
overview of, and references to, the developed BIGG ontology which constitutes the base for 
alignment and exchange within the BIGG reference architecture. The report is especially relevant for 
implementers and providers of data-driven services related to buildings that are interested in the use 
of the BIGG AI Toolbox. It also provides interesting information for researchers and practitioners 
engaged in developing ontologies and data standards. The presented work in reusing and aligning 
to existing ontologies in the context of the wide scope of applications covered by BIGG has permitted 
to highlight gaps in existing standards and has formulated proposals of new concepts to be 
considered for inclusion in future standards.   
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II. APPROACH TO DATA HARMONIZATION 

II.1.  Context 

Buildings represent the largest share of European final energy consumption (40%), according to the 
“Energy Efficiency – first fuel for the EU economy” report Error! Reference source not found.. B
uildings also present the greatest potential to save energy, as 75% of those standing in the EU were 
built during periods with minimal energy-related regulations and 75-90% of those standing today are 
expected to remain in use in 2050. Even in new construction and energy retrofits, a significant gap 
between the expected and the actual, measured consumption in operation is observed Error! 
Reference source not found.. Human behavioural factors, such as occupant behaviour, and the 
quality of provided indoor environmental conditions are pointed out as factors affecting the energy 
consumption to an extent at least as great as those of climate, building envelope, and energy 
systems characteristics Error! Reference source not found..  

Big data technologies, together with the development of the Internet of Things (IoT), opened a whole 
scope of new possibilities. The continuously increasing amount of data generated by buildings 
through the adoption of digital technologies, integrating sensors, controllers, and their connectivity, 
offer enormous potential for increasing the efficiency in both existing and new buildings. However, 
this potential is hindered by the ambiguity of the data definitions and lack of standardization across 
applications and databases, which makes it difficult to exchange, compare, and combine the data, 
both at building and inter-building levels. As a result, (1) only a small fraction of the available data is 
analysed and effectively used for providing innovative building-related services; (2) available data is 
often used in silos and cannot be combined with other data or employed in other use cases.  

The harmonization of data by BIGG aims to contribute to overcoming these obstacles. In this context, 
the BIGG project aims to facilitate the implementation of big data analytics for buildings, reducing 
the effort to create applications. The project focuses on the development of an open-source Big Data 
Reference Architecture and AI Analytics Toolbox with demonstrated capabilities to support a variety 
of use cases and applications covering the whole building life cycle. Combining of data from different 
sources for joint analytics and standardized input and output from the Analytics Toolbox components 
are indispensable features for the solution. Therefore, data harmonization and interoperability are 
core to the concept of BIGG. 

Whereas technical interoperability, i.e., the successful exchange of data, can be more easily 
achieved through the adoption of standardized communication protocols, the lack of harmonization 
at the information level, which deals with the semantic (meaning) of data, constitutes a more 
complicated issue [4]. Semantic technologies, a combination of software and specifications that allow 
encoding the meaning of data and their interrelations in a machine-processable form, offer powerful 
tools to overcome the interoperability challenge [5]. Semantic models exist in different levels of 
complexity, including ontologies or knowledge graphs, and data models that represent sets of 
concepts belonging to a specific domain and the relationships between them [6]. Previous research 
has shown that the association of raw data to terms belonging to a common ontology, and thus a 
common meaning, facilitates the uniform representation of data collected by different sources and 
therefore their informational interoperability Error! Reference source not found., Error! Reference so
urce not found.. 

Most of the currently developed ontologies follow the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards 
for the Semantic Web and are aimed at making internet data machine-readable. W3C standards-
compliant ontologies are based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF) specifications, 
according to which information can be modelled combining triples in the form of “subject – predicate 
– object”, expressions called “triples” in RDF terminology Error! Reference source not found.. Built o
n top of RDF, the Web Ontology Language (OWL) is designed for defining and instantiating Web 
ontologies. 
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II.2.  The BIGG approach 

Data harmonization is a process of bringing together data of varying file formats, naming 
conventions, and columns, and transforming them into one cohesive dataset. In the context of the 
BIGG Reference Architecture Framework, the harmonization layer ensures the capability to align, 
harmonize, and make comparable data from different sources over an internal standard data model. 
Such harmonized data format is adopted for the AI Analytics Toolbox components’ input, enabling 
the integration of the developed tools with legacy systems and technologies, as well as with new 
developments.  

The harmonization layer aims to make the process of data harmonization systematic, reproducible, 
and operational. It is materialized through the development of the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 
Buildings, open documentation, and specifications for implementation of open-source components 
for data mapping and harmonization.  

The first step was the development of the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 Buildings. Its development 
enabled the coordinated implementation of the tasks in the different work packages, facilitating the 
integration and use of the AI Toolbox in the demonstrations. 

The second step was the evolving of the data model into a W3C-standards-compliant BIGG ontology 
based on the RDF specifications, thus making possible the use of semantic technologies, enabling 
advanced representation and machine understanding of data. At this stage, the naming conventions 
of the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 Buildings were followed, keeping them as a reference to facilitate 
the parallel work in developing the different components of the BIGG architecture. During this step, 
the BIGG Harmonizer component for automated harmonization of data was also developed. This 
component orchestrates the transformation of heterogeneous external data to the harmonized RDF 
format and is extensible to any data provider. 

As a final step, with the objective to contribute to standardisation, the BIGG ontology was 
transformed into standards-based ontology by reusing existing standards. The process was iterative 
and comprised detailed analysis of existing ontologies, selection of equivalent terms, and reasoning 
on their adoption in BIGG. The process resulted in the creation of the BIGGstd ontology and served 
to evidence gaps in existing ontologies and to pinpoint potential contributions to them. 

The harmonization layer development stages are illustrated in Figure 1 below. The development of 
the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 Buildings (version 1) corresponds to the initial phase and is 
presented in deliverable “D4.1 - Description of the preliminary harmonization layer”. The second and 
third steps (version 2) have been developed in the second phase and presented in the current 
document. 
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Figure 1 - Steps in the development of the BIGG harmonization layer 

 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 
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III. THE BIGG ONTOLOGY 

This section presents the operative version of the BIGG ontology that is used for the implementation 
of the use case demonstrations with support the BIGG AI Toolbox. The ontology was created over 
the conceptual base of the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 Buildings and served as reference for the 
integration and communication between the components in the BIGG architecture. To facilitate 
parallel work in the BIGG Work Packages, the ontology strictly followed the naming conventions of 
the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 Buildings, and only minor changes and additions were made. 

The BIGG ontology was created in Terse RDF Triple Language (TTL), a W3C standard format, over 
the conceptual base and naming conventions of the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 Buildings.  

The following subsections provide a high-level overview of the ontology structure, main classes, and 
relations between them. The full documentation of the ontology is available in the public GitHub 
repository of the BIGG project (https://github.com/biggproject). 

III.1.  General overview 

The BIGG ontology has a modular structure consisting of a core and extensions. The core includes 
three essential class groups, and the extensions provide additional classes and relations. This 
structure is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 - Structure of the BIGG ontology 

 

III.1.1.  Core 

The core of the BIGG ontology consists of three modules named over the main classes contained in 
them. These modules are presented below in a structured way through class diagrams, classes and 
attributes, subclass definitions, and namespaces used in the ontology.   

 

Module: Organization - Building 

This module defines the relations between the classes bigg:Building and bigg:Organization and other 
related to them classes. 
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Figure 3 - Module: Organization - Building 

Classes and data properties: 

 

 

The following diagrams provide additional information about classes, subclasses, and namespaces 
used in the ontology. 

 

Namespaces: 
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Module: Building - Element 

This module defines the relations between bigg:Building, bigg:Element and the classes connected 
to them. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 - Module: Building - Element 

Classes and data properties: 

 

Namespaces: 

 

 

Module: Building - Device 

This module defines the relations between the classes bigg:Building and bigg:Device. The classes 
related to them, as needed for the BIGG use cases, are also defined. 
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Figure 5 - Module: Building - Device 

 

 

Classes and data properties: 

 

 

Subclass definitions: 

 

 

Namespaces: 
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III.1.2.  Extensions 

Module: Retrofit project 

This module defines the extension for retrofit projects and relations of the main concept 
bigg:RetrofitProject with other concepts in the context of energy efficiency retrofitting. 

 

 

Figure 6 - Module: Retrofit project 

 

Classes and data properties: 

 

 

Namespaces: 
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Module: Tariff and emissions 

This module describes the extension for energy tariff and emissions and the relations around the 
concepts bigg:Tariff and bigg:CO2EmissionaFactor. 

 

 

Figure 7 - Module: Tariff and emissions 

 

Classes and data properties: 

 

 

Subclass definitions: 

 

 

Namespaces: 
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Module: Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 

This describes the extension for KPIs and their relations. 

 

 

Figure 8 - Module: Key Performance Indicators 

 

Classes and data properties: 

 

Namespaces: 
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Module: Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) 

This module describes the extension with concepts and relations adopted from the IFC schema. 

 

 

 

Figure 9 - Module: Industry Foundation Classes 

 

 

 

Classes and data properties: 

 

 

Namespaces: 
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Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) 

This extension defines the concepts and relations for Energy Performance Certificates. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Module: Energy Performance Certificates 

Classes and data properties: 

 

Namespaces: 

 

 

III.2.  Public documentation 

The BIGG ontology and its full documentation is available on the public GitHub repository of the 
BIGG project: https://github.com/biggproject/Ontology/tree/main/BIGG. 

https://github.com/biggproject/Ontology/tree/main/BIGG
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Figure 11 - BIGG ontology documentation on GitHub 
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IV. BIGG HARMONIZER 

Data harmonization serves as a foundational step toward realizing data-driven excellence, ensuring 
that data evolves from a potential ‘obstacle’ into an ‘asset’ that propels an organization's operations 
and growth endeavours.  

The BIGG use cases involve a multitude of data models and formats, coming from different sources 
such as open data providers, assets management software and sensors. Regarding data formats, 
relational databases and XML are still present, Open Data portals heavily rely on CSV, and web 
APIs on JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).  

In BIGG, the RDF data model is adopted for internal harmonized representation of the data. The 
mapping of the external data having heterogeneous formats to the BIGG semantics and their 
conversion into the harmonized RDF format of BIGG allows the data interoperability and enables the 
use of the BIGG AI Toolbox. To simplify the mapping specification for the data providers and avoid 
the effort to code serializers for each kind of source using a generic programming language, the 
harmonizer is based on RML (RDF Mapping Language). 

IV.1.  Implementation of the harmonizer tool 

The BIGG Harmonizer is a generic tool implemented in Python that serves to convert any building’s 
energy-related data into data compliant with a BIGG digital twin. It is created to harmonize input data 
with the BIGG ontology. The process of harmonization comprises two stages: the first one is related 
to the RML mapping file processing, and the second one is related to the alignment of standards 
ontologies with the BIGG ontology.  

A schematic of the tool is presented in Figure 12 below.   

 

Figure 12 - BIGG Harmonizer tool 

The conversion step is the first stage of the Python module. It corresponds to the use of the java 
library to convert an input JSON file into an RDF file, thanks to the mapping rules defined in the RML 
file. The module can output two serialization formats of RDF: the TTL (Turtle) or the JSON-LD format.  

The second stage of the Python module corresponds to the use of SPARQL queries to add, translate 
or complete the RML stage. The second stage can also be used to align data based on standardized 
ontology into BIGG-compliant RDF. For instance, it allows to align data based on standards 
ontologies such as ifcOWL, SOSA or SAREF, with the BIGG ontology. 

The execution and test of the Python module can be done in a Jupiter Notebook, with the following 
command line: 
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The harmonizer process can be illustrated with a simple example of a building containing storeys, 
spaces, and some devices. Figure 14 shows the corresponding JSON input file on the top left, and 
the YARRRML [13] mapping file on the right. Once the RML mapping file is generated, we can use 
it to convert the input file into an RDF file aligning with the BIGG Ontology (bottom left).  

The Python module allows the use of the RML mapping rules to align the input data with the BIGG 
ontology into an RDF document. Automatically, it generates instances of BIGG objects like 
bigg:Building, bigg:BuildingSpace and bigg:Device with the related relations. 

The same approach has been successfully applied to input data from other sources: group, systems, 
and sensors structures exported from exploitation control software, or time series coming directly 
from sensors. Each specific data is mapped to instantiate a specific part of the BIGG ontology. 

In a second phase, the harmonization module is also used to create rules to include import data in 
standard format (e.g., ifcOWL) into an instance of a BIGG model. Indeed, the harmonizer’s second 
stage allows to execute SPARQL queries to specify correspondences between ontologies. 

The diagram in Figure 13 provides a detailed sequence of the processing logic and steps. 

 

Figure 13 - Harmonizer processing flow 

IV.2.  Development of mappings 

This section describes the choice of the main mapping language in BIGG and the different 
implementations of mapping realized by CSTB and CIMNE within the demonstrations. 

IV.2.1.  Choice of mapping language 

Several solutions have been proposed to map semi-structured data to RDF. The SweoIG taskforce 
has built a list of implementations also called RDFizer [8]. Most of them are dedicated to a specific 
format or model. We focused our analysis on those that fulfill the project requirements: a language 
that can be extended with calls to user-defined functions, that is model agnostic, and fully compliant 
with W3C recommendations.  
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RML [9] is one of the approaches that allows mapping between various sources toward RDF. RML 
is an extension of the R2RML vocabulary to describe logical sources which are different from 
relational database tables. It generates RDF from JSON by using JSONPath but can also handle 
CSV or XML sources.  

SPARQL-GENERATE [10] is based on a query language that queries the combination of an RDF 
dataset and a set of documents. Various formats can be supported thanks to the extensible set of 
SPARQL 1.1 binging functions and SPARQL-Generate iterator functions. SPARQL-Generate is 
appropriate for engineers that are familiar with SPARQL as it built one top of SPARQL [11]. 

OpenRefine [12] (formerly Google Refine) helps to make sense of tabular data through a set of tools 
to clean, transform, and cross-link several datasets together. RDFRefine is an extension of 
OpenRefine that is meant to align the tabular data loaded in OpenRefine with existing ontologies, 
while reconciliating the obtained URIs with third party RDF datasets. In this context, RDF Refine 
provides an export feature that translates tabular data into RDF. The data management part of 
OpenRefine as well as the alignment towards RDF in RDFRefine are fully performed through a Web 
user interface. Unfortunately, RDF Refine does not allow to map CSV input files to RDF. OpenRefine 
can also handle JSON data but does not implement multi-level iterators that make the mapping 
complicated when processing deep structures.  

YARRRML [13] is a human-readable mapping language developed by the University of Ghent, it 
allows to define rules and to convert them into RML or R2ML mapping language. Therefore, the RML 
mapping file generated contains rules to be used to transform input data into an RDF format. The 
web-based tool named Matey offers the possibility to write YARRML rules in a user-friendly way. 

The Matey [15] user interface consists of 4 windows. The top left window contains input data (for 
example a JSON file). The top right window, the most important one, is the YARRRML editor, where 
the user can write the YARRRML mapping script. Pushing the “Generate RML” button will 
automatically translate the YARRRML script to RML and fill in the bottom right windows. Finally, 
pushing the “Generate LD” button will fill in the bottom left window with the RDF file resulting from 
the mapping of the input data using RML rules.  

The BIGG project focuses on RML as a mapping language for the following technical reasons:  

1. RML is based upon RDF that is consistent with the harmonized data. 

2. RML mappings are reproducible and maintainable. 

3. RML is an extension of a W3C specifications: R2RML [14]. 

4. RML is not limited to one type of input format and can easily handle JSON, CSV and XML 
formats. But mostly, in the scope of the BIGG project, it was important that the mapping files 
could be generated (or at least updated) by non-informatician persons responsible for the 
different business cases. In this perspective, we have concluded that RML was the best 
option, thanks to the YARRRML language and Matey tools, which offer the most suitable 
solution for our BIGG project.  We further added a mapping stage based on SPARQL to align 
URIs controlled values and taxonomies. 

IV.2.2.  Implementation of mapping by CSTB 

For the harmonization of data done by CSTB for the demonstration in Greece (DomX, HELEXIA and 
HERON data) corresponding to Business Cases 4, 5 and 6 (use cases 8-15), Matey is used to 
develop and test the mapping rules in YARRRML language, generate RML rules and export them 
into a file.  

The YARRML mapping file is composed of three main parts: 

(1) The declaration of prefixes: 

Some prefixes and namespaces are predefined by default in YARRRML, and a set of customs ones 
can be added by adding the ‘prefixes’ collection to the root of the document. In the example of Figure 
14, prefixes for the BIGG Ontology are added. 
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(2) The declaration of sources: 

Under the tag “sources” we list all the “entry points” into the input data. Each entry point is defined 
by the file name, the format, and an iterator acting as a “regular expression” to filter data. For 
example: 

• Iterator: “$.building[*]” will iterate over all “building” entities in the file 

• Iterator: “$..contents[?(@.type=="SITE"&&@.categoryCode=="BUILDING")]” will iterate over 
all “contents” entities at any level in the JSON tree, and which have specific values of “type” 
and “categoryCode” properties. 

(3) The mapping rules: 

Finally, the ‘mappings’ collection contains the declaration of the mapping rules explaining how to 
translate the current entity pointed by the iterator into triples (subjects, predicates, objects) of the 
BIGG Ontology. For the example of Figure 14, the mapping named “building” take as an input source 
the iterator “data1”, and instantiate an object named “$(name)” as a bigg:Building, which has a 
bigg::name of “$(name)”, and has a relation to a space declared as “space_$(name)”. Instantiation 
of the bigg::BuildingSpace will be done in the next mapping rule. 

 

 

  

Figure 14 - Example of a JSON input file (top left) with the corresponding YARRRML mapping (right) and the 
RDF file created by the mapping (bottom left) 
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Figure 15 - Example with real data (HELEXIA / ENERGIS) 

IV.2.3.  Implementation of mapping by CIMNE 

The implementation of mapping for the BIGG Business Cases 1, 2, 3 (use cases 1-7) was done by 
CIMNE using a custom library implemented in Python. This library, similar to the standard ones, 
created the transformation of the data into the harmonized RDF format of BIGG. The reason for the 
implementation of this library was that the data harmonization for these cases was done before the 
implementation of the Harmonizer component. The example of this is presented below and shows 
an alternative way for data harmonization, demonstrating the existing versatility of using the BIGG 
solutions.  

The CIMNE transformation tool is less general than the YARRRML proposed by CSTB, which can 
provide a mapping to any ontology. In the CIMNE case, transformation to RDF is always done to the 
BIGG ontology and one only needs to specify the class and data fields to apply the transformation. 

Inside each JSON mapping one specifies the “mapping” section to create the element, and the “link” 
section to create the links between the elements. Then the utility will run and create the resulting 
RDF with the requested data information. 
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Figure 16 - Mapping of buildings with CIMNE's Tool: 

input data (left) mapping (centre) and RDF result (right) 

IV.3.  Harmonizer functionalities and transformations 

The BIGG harmonizer aims at converting any data in the scope of building energy performance, to 
fit with the BIGG ontology, into RDF. Data that cannot be mapped, or that is not needed for BIGG 
use cases, is filtered out. As possible input formats in our first approach, we focus on JSON for data 
coming from sensors (time series) and Asset Management Software (building and systems 
description) as well as CSV coming from Open Data (geolocation) and RDF (data aligned on SAREF, 
SOSA or IFC) for alignment with existing ontologies. 

The harmonizer must generate data respectful of W3C recommendations and BIGG ontology by 
providing the following functionalities: 

F1: Converts JSON files into RDF compliant with BIGG ontology 

F2: Converts CSV files into RDF compliant with BIGG ontology 

F3: Aligns Data described using standard ontologies covering the same scope (ifcOWL, SAREF, 
SSN/SOSA, GeoNames, QUDT, WGS84, FOAF) 

F4: Allows to map input objects with BIGG classes 

F5: Allows to map input attributes with BIGG data properties 

F6: Interprets implicit links between objects through object properties. 

F7: Reconciles input values with open registers, BIGG taxonomies and enumerations 

F8: Materializes data context and generate 5-stars data 
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The following parts describes how the harmonizer provides F1-F8 functionalities. 

 

 

Figure 17 - General workflow of the Harmonizer and its functionalities 

 

Converting input formats to RDF 

BIGG is intended to address the necessities of Digital Building Twins for high-quality data, known as 
5-star data, as originally introduced by Tim Berners-Lee. Frequently, the raw data obtained by a 
Digital Building Twin needs cleaning and enrichment to enable full interoperability. The levels 
established by Tim Berners-Lee consist of five stages: availability (level 1), structuring (level 2), 
openness (level 3), universal identification (level 4), and linkage to other data (level 5). In our case, 
raw data is mainly provided as JSON, but the same methodology could be applied to CSV-formatted 
data. In this project, the 5-star level is achieved by following the RDF specifications. 

The first stage of the harmonizer extracted inputs from a JSON file and a RML mapping file to 

produce a first RDF file, matching the BIGG scope. The RML mapping files are composed of iterators 

to identify data sources (using the JSON path syntax) and class mapping declarations that refer to 

iterators. Mapping files can either be produced manually or by using dedicated tools that simplify the 

mapping process, e.g., RMLEditor or Matey.  

RML processing is based on the RMLMapper library developed by Ghent University. First, the 
relevant parts of the JSON are identified according to iterators declared in the mapping file. Then 
the mapping itself is performed by creating, for each mapping data, an instance of the mapped 
ontology class by generating a URI and by generating triples according to data properties. Each URI 
is generated from the context (provider or building owner and building) and the local ID defined in 
the JSON. The context is used to generate the prefix. The class name followed by the local id are 
concatenated with the prefix. At this step, the literal values are not yet converted.     

Interpreting implicit link 

The underlying structures of JSON are arrays and trees. Relations between objects are implicitly 
declared by using the native parent-child relation provided by the tree structure. As BIGG ontology 
defines several relations, the harmonized need to match the parent-child relation between two JSON 
objects with one of the BIGG ontology relation. Figure 18 illustrates how two parent-child relation 
from the same JSON file can be interpreted as distinct relations in the BIGG ontology. 

 

 

Figure 18 - Sample of JSON file describing building structure 
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The materialization of implicit links is also ensured by the harmonizer’s first mapping stage. Object 
properties (as declared in the mapping file) map instances with each other’s by using their URI. As 
for instance generation, JSON samples corresponding to the subject and the object of a triple are 
identified using absolute or relative JSONPath expressions. As URI are always generated by using 
the same convention, URIs remain consistent. This way, URIs generated when populating instances 
match with URIs generated when building relations between instances. 

Reconciliating data with enumerations 

The BIGG Harmonizer uses GeoNames as a universal register for public buildings. By reconciling 
GeoNames buildings with BIGG building descriptions, the project allows for the federation of data 
provided by building owners with data provided by the Open Data community. This is achieved by 
querying the GeoNames endpoint to retrieve the building's public URI, official name, and address, 
using the building location as a reference. The harmonizer's first stage generates a graph, which is 
then used to execute a federated SPARQL query in the second stage to replace the temporary 
building URI with the GeoNames URI and insert complementary information requested from 
GeoNames. Additionally, this project proposes the use of alternate public endpoints, such as Open 
Street Map's endpoint, to provide data on building height, roof inclination, and envelope materials.  

 

Figure 19 - GeoNames providing universal ID and description for public buildings 

BIGG ontology is a valuable resource that provides taxonomies for the classification of various 
objects, including buildings, spaces, and sensors. Within the context of building usage classification, 
an excerpt of the building usages taxonomy is presented in Figure 20, which outlines the primary 
services provided by a building. 

 

Figure 20 - Sample of one of the BIGG taxonomies classifying building space usages. 
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In situations where the classification of raw data differs from the BIGG classification, the 

harmonizer’s second stage is used to translate between the two. For example, the French building 

classification term "Université" must be converted to its corresponding term in the BIGG taxonomy, 

namely "University". A thesaurus is embedded in the BIGG ontology. It uses the SKOS ontology to 

describe taxonomies (skos:scheme), translations (rdf:label “Université”@fr, “University”@en) and 

cross-taxonomy semantic links (<medical center> skos:match <hospital>). In the harmonizer’s 

second stage, the reconciliation process is accomplished through a federated query that uses the 

thesaurus to translate from the taxonomy used by the raw data to the harmonized taxonomy. Once 

the corresponding term is located, the query substitutes the appropriate value in the graph that was 

previously created by the harmonizer's initial stage. 

Making explicit the data context 

When describing energy consumption as JSON time series, the contextual information regarding the 
source (Who), location (Where), and method (How) of measurement is often overlooked or indirectly 
specified in the file name. A standardized approach is required to extract and retrieve contextual 
information, such as the location, building, or feature of interest, from the pre-existing database or 
other data sources. The identification of data providers and building owners can be incorporated into 
the mapping file (in the SPARQL mapping), which can be further used by the harmonizer to enhance 
the graph. In instances where the timestamp is absent, the current date and time can be used to 
trace the incoming data. As an additional improvement, the harmonizer can also extract pertinent 
data, such as building and sensor identification, from the file name, to further augment the graph. 

Aligning data 

In addition to the raw data collected as a JSON file, the harmonizer enables the ingestion of RDF 
data that implements standardized ontologies.  

The BIGG ontology has been aligned with several existing ontologies related to Digital Building 
Twins, such as BOT (for building topology description), SAREF (for energy system description), and 
SSN/SOSA (for sensor and time series description).  

This alignment consists of triples that declare corresponding classes (owl:equivalentClass) and 
corresponding predicates (owl:equivalentProperty) from one ontology to the other. The data 
alignment is generally performed on a given opportunity via a semantic reasoner embedded in the 
triple store but, if necessary, the harmonizer can materialize class and properties alignments by 
substituting the original vocabulary with BIGG vocabulary. 

There are two ways to extend the harmonizer's alignment capabilities. The first way is to extend the 
ontology with new class and property equivalences. The second way is to add SPARQL mapping 
queries that will convert classes and properties from one vocabulary to another (the 2nd mapping 
stage in Figure 16). Whereas the first way appears to be the most standard, the second solution 
provides more flexibility as benefits from the expressiveness of the SPARQL language to perform 
complex transformations such as aggregations. 

IV.4.  Public documentation of the Harmonizer 

The BIGG Harmonizer documentation is available on the public GitHub repository of the BIGG 
project: https://github.com/biggproject/Harmonizer/tree/main 

 

https://github.com/biggproject/Harmonizer/tree/main
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Figure 21 - BIGG Harmonizer documentation on GitHub 
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V. BIGG STANDARDS-BASED ONTOLOGY (BIGGSTD)  

One of the objectives of BIGG project is the technical contribution to EU standards and ontologies 
(Task 4.4) by proposing additions and extensions that would enable them to support the wide scope 
of use cases for big data in buildings covered by BIGG. This task was approached by working on 
maximally reusing existing standards in the BIGG ontology, thus evidencing the specific contributions 
that BIGG could offer in terms of concepts and relations that do not have any equivalent in the current 
standards. As a result, a set of classes, data properties, and object properties were proposed by 
BIGG in Annex 1, to be considered in the further extension of the standards, which would allow them 
to support the BIGG use dases. 

The task required a significant effort to search for existing ontologies and to analyze their concepts 
in the context of use in BIGG. This work finally led to transforming the BIGG ontology into the 
standards-based ontology BIGGstd. This section provides an overview of the process of 
development and the resulting ontology. The full documentation of BIGGstd is provided on the public 
repository of the BIGG project on GitHub: https://github.com/biggproject/Ontology/. 

 

Methodology 

The BIGG ontology presented in Section III has been used as a conceptual base for the development 
of BIGGstd. The advantage of this approach is the previous validation and assurance of applicability 
as the BIGG ontology has been already tested with the use cases in the demonstrations.  

The development process of the BIGGstd ontology could be summarised in the following steps: 

(i) search and analysis of concepts from existing ontologies;  

(ii) modelling: developing the relationships between concepts; 

(iii) generation of the ontology in TTL (Turtle) format. 

 

The search of terms in existing ontologies was performed with the help of the Linked Open 
Vocabularies tool and direct access to the ontologies' documentation: 

https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/ 

The modeling was performed by developing UML class diagrams representing the relationships 
between classes. The final generation of the ontology was done with the help of the Chowlk 
framework, which generated the ontology in TTL format. 

 

Figure 22 - Linked Open Vocabularies tool. 

 

https://github.com/biggproject/Ontology/
https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/
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V.1.  Overview of BIGGstd ontology  

The BIGGstd ontology is developed as modular ontology consisting of core and extensions, each of 
which has separate extensions allowing further evolution in the future: 

• bigg:http//:bigg-project.eu/Id/ontology# 

• bigg4kpi:http//:bigg-project.eu/Id/bigg4kpi# 

• bigg4co2:http//:bigg-project.eu/Id/bigg4co2# 

• bigg4tariff:http//:bigg-project.eu/Id/bigg4tariff# 

• bigg4proj:http//:bigg-project.eu/Id/bigg4proj# 

Each of the BIGGstd ontology's parts has extensively reused concepts from existing ontologies and 
added additional concepts that are necessary to support the BIGG use cases.  

The overall structure of the BIGGstd is presented in the Figure 23 below and the detailed structure 
of each part is presented in continuation. The full documentation of the ontology is provided in the 
GitHub repository if the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23 - Structure of the BIGGstd ontology 

The core of BIGGstd encompasses the main classes that are necessary to allocate the general 
information for all the use cases covered by the BIGG project. The extensions contain parts of the 
ontology that are only relevant for some of the use cases. The reused classes in the ontology are 
represented through white boxes, while the particular classes introduced by the BIGG project are 
highlighted in blue. The modules of the ontology are presented below in a structured way through 
class diagrams and namespaces definitions used in the ontology. 

The specific contribution of BIGG as proposed classes, data properties and object properties that 
might represent interest for the evolvement of standards are presented in Annex 1. 

Core 

The core classes in BIGGstd and their relations provide the general structure for allocating and 
interconnecting the building data relevant to the BIGG use cases. This includes the general building 
characteristics, building systems, components, devices, as well as the relation of the building to the 
wider context of geospatial location within the urban environment, its use, and responsible persons 
for its management. 

 

 

bigg4tariff bigg4kpi 

BIGGstd Ontology 

 

Core 

bigg4co2 
bigg4proj 
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Figure 24 - BIGGstd ontology core 
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Extension bigg4kpi 

This extension was created for allocating the different results produced in the context of the BIGG 
use cases. It reuses some general classes from existing ontologies and adds classes and relations 
that are particular to the results of the BIGG project. 

 

 

 

Figure 25 - BIGGstd ontology extension bigg4kpi 
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Extension bigg4co2 

This extension defines classes and relationships that are necessary for allocating the results related 
to the emissions from energy use. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26 - BIGGstd ontology extension bigg4co2 
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Extension bigg4tariff 

The extension “tariff” was created to represent information about different tariffs of utilities delivered 
to buildings, such as energy and water. 

 

 

 

Figure 27 - BIGGstd ontology extension bigg4tariff 
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Extension bigg4proj 

This extension defines different classes of projects related to buildings in the context of BIGG. These 
include building renovation, retrofitting and energy performance contracts as well as related 
concepts. 

 

 

 

Figure 28 - BIGGstd ontology extension bigg4proj 
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V.2.  Public documentation 

The BIGGstd standards-based ontology and its full documentation is available on the public GitHub 
repository of the BIGG project: https://github.com/biggproject/Ontology/tree/main/BIGGstd 

 

 

 

Figure 29 - BIGGstd ontology documentation on GitHub 

 

https://github.com/biggproject/Ontology/tree/main/BIGGstd
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The BIGG harmonization layer is a core component in the BIGG Reference Architecture Framework 
that ensures its capability to align, harmonize, and make comparable data from different sources. 
The data harmonization makes possible the use of the BIGG AI Toolbox in the implementation of 
the BIGG use cases, with the harmonized data format being also key for the overall communication 
and integration of the IT architecture's components.  

The final harmonization layer consists of a BIGG ontology for internal data representation, BIGG 
Harmonizer tools, and mappings to external data sources and sinks that enable the semantic 
interoperability of the BIGG solution.  

The development of the harmonization layer was done in three steps. The first step was the 
development of the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 Buildings, based on a detailed analysis of the 
requirements of the BIGG use cases, and of the datasets available from the BIGG pilots. The data 
model set the semantic base and structure of data in BIGG and served as a common reference for 
the parallel work in the work packages on communication (WP3), AI toolbox development (WP5), 
and system integration (WP2). The data model is reported in deliverable D4.1. 

The second step was the development of the BIGG Ontology, a W3C-standards-compliant ontology 
based on RDF specifications enabling the use of semantic technologies and machine understanding 
of data. The ontology was developed on the conceptual base of the BIGG Standard Data Model 4 
Buildings and followed the naming conventions provided by it to facilitate the collaborative work in 
the project and the continuity of the work from the previous phase. In parallel, this step developed 
the BIGG Harmonizer. This component enabled the automated harmonization of data, facilitated by 
the adoption of the RDF format. The Harmonizer orchestrates the transformation of heterogeneous 
data to RDF, covering building and sensors description as well as energy -related time series. It is 
fully compliant with W3C recommendations by composing an RML transformation with SPARQL 
transformations. The Harmonizer solution is extensible to any data provider. By providing a mapping 
file, it creates harmonized data streams enabling the use of the BIGG AI Toolbox. Along with the 
Harmonizer, ad-hoc data mapping and harmonization tools have been developed and exemplified, 
thus providing an alternative for implementation that is feasible for relatively small datasets and for 
developers familiar with RDF and Python who would like to adopt the BIGG AI Toolbox components. 

As a final step, with the objective to contribute to standardization, the BIGG ontology was 
transformed into a standards-based ontology BIGGstd, by reusing existing standards. The process 
was iterative and comprised a detailed analysis of existing ontologies, selection of equivalent terms, 
and reasoning on their adoption in BIGG. The process resulted in the creation of the BIGGstd 
ontology and served to evidence gaps in existing ontologies and to pinpoint potential contributions 
to them. The specific classes, data properties and object properties added by BIGG, for which no 
equivalent terms in existing standards were found, are described in Annex 1. The potential use of 
these terms for future extensions of existing data standards will be considered by the BIGG 
representatives in the EU standardisation committees.  
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VIII. ANNEX 1 

This section presents the list of concepts of the BIGGstd ontology that have no equivalents in existing 
ontologies. 

VIII.1.  core 

 

 

VIII.2.  bigg4tariff 
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VIII.3.  bigg4proj 
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VIII.4.  bigg4kpi 
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VIII.5.  bigg4co2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


